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1. Objetivos 

 

1.1. Identificar las preposiciones. 

1.2. Hacer uso adecuado de las preposiciones. 

 

2. Metodología.  

 

2.1. Leer cada una de las explicaciones sobre las preposiciones 

2.2. Realizar actividades 

 

3. Plan de trabajo 

 

3.1. Read about the prepositions 

A preposition is a part of speech, just like a noun or a verb. It connects a noun or 

pronoun to another word in the sentence, showing us the relationship between them.  

                   A preposition usually answers the questions where? or when? telling us about a person  

                   or object’s location in either time or space. This information often needs to be given  

                   using a group of words rather than a single word. We call that group of words a  



                   prepositional phrase. 

PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE AND DIRECTION 

Preposition Use Sentences 

above higher than sth. The picture hangs above my bed. 

across from one side to the other side 

You mustn't go across this road here. 

There isn't a bridge across the river. 

after one follows the other 

The cat ran after the dog. 

After you. 

against directed towards sth. The bird flew against the window. 

along 
in a line; from one point to 

another 
They're walking along the beach. 

among in a group I like being among people. 

around in a circular way We're sitting around the campfire. 

at* position at a point I arrived at the meeting. 

behind at the back of Our house is behind the supermarket. 

below lower than sth. Death Valley is 86 meters below sea level. 

beside next to Our house is beside the supermarket. 

between sth./sb. is on each side 
Our house is between the supermarket and 

the school. 

by near He lives in the house by the river. 



close to near Our house is close to the supermarket. 

down from high to low He came down the hill. 

from the place where it starts Do you come from Tokyo? 

in front of 
the part that is in the direction 

it faces 
Our house is in front of the supermarket. 

inside opposite of outside You shouldn't stay inside the castle. 

in* 

place seen in three dimensions We slept in the car. 

larger areas I was born in England. 

into entering sth. You shouldn't go into the castle. 

near close to Our house is near the supermarket. 

next to beside Our house is next to the supermarket. 

Off away from sth. The cat jumped off the roof. 

on* 

touches a surface There is a fly on the table. 

is seen as a point on a line We were on the way from Paris to Rome. 

by a lake or sea London lies on the Thames. 

onto moving to a place The cat jumped onto the roof. 

opposite on the other side Our house is opposite the supermarket. 

out of leaving sth. The cat jumped out of the window. 



outside opposite of inside Can you wait outside? 

over above sth./sb. The cat jumped over the wall. 

past going near sth./sb. Go past the post office. 

round in a circle We're sitting round the campfire. 

through 
going from one point to the 

other point 
You shouldn't walk through the forest. 

to towards sth./sb. 

I like going to Australia. 

Can you come to me? 

I've never been to Africa. 

towards in the direction of sth. We ran towards the castle. 

under below sth. The cat is under the table. 

up from low to high He went up the hill. 

PREPOSITIONS IN EXPRESSION OF TIME 



  

 
  

Other prepositions  

• after (following)   after school 

  

• as of (starting), more formal than from as of tomorrow 

  

• before (preceding a point in time, future or past) 

before Christmas 

  

• between ... and (limits of a period) between Monday and Friday 

  

• by (before, at the latest)   by Thursday 

  

• during (in the course of a period) during the day 

during the holidays (during the vacation) 

  

• for (duration, future or past)  for up to 10 weeks 

for five minutes 

  

negated: 



not for* three weeks  (not ... in three weeks ) * increasingly being replaced by in 

after a superlative: 

the ...est for* two years  (the ...est in three weeks ) * increasingly being replaced by in 

• from (starting, as of)  from today   from July 

  

• past (time of the day) 

23 minutes past 6 (6:23) (also: after) 

  

• since (from a point of time in the past, still continuing now) 

since Monday 

  

• till/until (up to a point in time in the future) 

till tomorrow  

until tomorrow 

• to (time of the day) 

23 minutes to 6 (5:37) (also: before) 

within (in less time than) 

within a day 

5. No preposition 

• next Monday 

• last Tuesday 

• Saturday week 

3.2. Complete using these prepositions: ABOUT, FOR, OF, ON, TO, WITH. 
 
-  Peter was extremely happy ……… his new computer. 
- Her mother had punished him ……… something he had done that day. But, as       
he was so angry ……… her, she finally let him go out. 
-  As soon as John joined the firm, he became anxious ……… promotion. 
- Her parents insisted ……… having us to tea. 
- This song reminds me ……… my last holidays in Barbados. 
- You fell out with him, didn´t you? Well, I don´t blame you ……… that. He´s a 
nasty person. 
- I was fined ……… exceeding the speed limit. 
- Pardon? 
-  I said I was charged ……… exceeding the speed limit. 
-  According ……… this recipe, you must put the cake in the oven for 30 minutes. 
- She´s so anxious ……… her elderly mother that she can´t sleep well. 
- I had never dreamed ……… winning the lotto. 
 

3.3.  Complete with: ABOUT, BY, FROM, IN, ON, ROUND, THROUGH, TO, WITH. 



- My dream is to travel ……… the world. 
-  How would you go? ……… plane? 
-  No. ……… boat and ……… foot. 
- The traffic in the city was so heavy. It took us two hours to drive ………it. 
-  ……… Manchester we took the plane ……… London. 
-  She doesn´t seem very happy. ……… fact she looks quite depressed. 
-  When the film finished, we all had tears ……… our eyes. 
-That novel isn´t ……… Henry James. It´s ……… him. 
- ……… time ……… time he worries ……… his future. 
-  The man ……… blue jeans was ……… love ……… the girl ……… glasses. 
 

3.4. Write the correct preposition.  
-  ……… Easter we´ve got holidays. 
- I´m meeting him ……… the weekend 
- I woke up ……… midnight. 
- People usually put on weight ……… Christmas. 
-  See you ……… May! 
-  You must answer the questions ……… the end of the book. 
- ……… the end, they reached an agreement. 
-  I met them ……… a ship. 
- She´s ……… her way home. 
-  I couldn´t watch the TV show because the children were ……… my way. 

 

  
 


